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      Fingerprint recognition analysis is one of the most leading preferred prodigious biometric 
advancement which has drawn generous consideration in biometrics. In this work, fingerprint 
Intensification is performed which is defined by Fuzzy logic technique and recognize the matching 
image with its unique characteristics extracted and classify the features extracted from a fuzzy enhanced  
image along with three major types of Neural Networks which are Feed Forward Artificial Neural 
Network, Neural Network, Recurrent Neural Network in order to classify the unique features extracted 
from a fingerprint image. This work efficiently expresses the results with Fuzzy logic enhancement and 
Neural Networks classifiers. Its principle goal is to improve the image using Fuzzy and extricate the 
spurious minutiae detected and classify the different features generated using GLCM and DWT. This 
work displays a framework of unique finger impression classification based on particular characteristics 
for extricating different features and three types of Neural Network for classification. Fuzzy technique 
is used for the fuzzy based image enhancement to urge the clear see of the unique finger impression. 
 
Fingerprint Image Intensification is the procedure to enhance the distorted images to encourage the 
recognizable proof. The motivation behind the work is to enrich the quality of the distorted condition 
image generated from any fingerprint sensor, as Images can be corrupted due to various conditions and 
one of the principle issues is the resolution of the fingerprint sensor generating noisy images. High-
quality pictures are vital for exact coordinating of unique finger impression pictures. But unique mark 
pictures are seldom of idealize refinement. As it may be corrupted or debased due to varieties of the 
skin, impression state and condition. In this way, unique finger impression images must be improved 
before utilized. The idea behind this work fingerprint image intensification process is to improve the 
quality of a distorted and noisy fingerprint images generated from a low-cost fingerprint sensor. 
Execution of current fingerprint acknowledgment frameworks is vigorously influenced by the precision 
of their characteristic’s extraction evaluation. These days, there are more ways to deal with fingerprint 
analysis with worthy outcomes. Issues begin to emerge in low-quality conditions where the dominant 
part of the conventional strategies dependent on examining the surface of fingerprint can't handle this 
issue so effectively as Neural Networks. 
 
Fuzzy logic technique is implemented first to remediate the distorted picture and enhance it with the 
implementation of GLCM and DWT2 algorithm features of an image is extracted, post to which three 
types of Neural Network Classification is performed to analyze the accuracy of the image generated 
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from the extracted feature parameters and match the test and trained result with the implementation of 
Neural Networks and classify the outcome results. The three Neural Network used are Artificial Neural 
Network (ANN), Neural Network (NN), Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). This algorithm works 
efficiently to identify the fingerprint matching from the predefined trained images from the fuzzy 
enhanced image generated.  
 
Experiments are performed (in MATLAB 2019 student version) to make sure the extraction process 
should not get the false minutiae and preserve the true extracted features Fuzzy based Image 
Enhancement method makes sure the feature traits of the image is intensified. Better improvement 
proves the quality improvement further incrementing the highest accuracy determined in the 
classification further. 
 
This work can be used in wide area of applications in biometrics as it is a combined work of distorted 
fingerprints enhancement, false feature removal, true feature extraction, matching of the images for 
identification purpose and classification using Neural Networks. Experiments show results which are 






                  CHAPTER 1.  INTRODUCTION 
       There are different types of sensors available in Biometrics. Fingerprint's unique image 
acknowledgment is one of the first and unique biometric advancements that have been assembled freely 
under digital forensics legal sciences. A matching image will generate improved reconnaissance and 
conceivable further activity. For the framework to be compelling, the coordinating database ought to be 
as wide and thorough as would be prudent. There are numerous ways to deal with a biometric-based 
client fingerprints verification system and all it requires some type of equipment input gadget to 
accumulate the necessary data about the client to be confirmed. For instance, unique finger impression 
acknowledgment requires a finger impression scanner. These equipment gadgets must be an 
indispensable piece of the CR stage over a protected channel. Huge numbers of these gadgets are highly 
used and very frequently used in Biometrics. The channel interfacing the equipment hardware and 
programming must be equipped for supporting the information move prerequisites without an undue 
exhibition sway on the gadget's centre usefulness. 
 
1.1 Fingerprint Sensing 
       The thickness of the tempered glass is one of the main reasons behind the accuracy of the 
fingerprint images generated. There could be various other factors as well leading to distorted image 
generation such as internal circuitry of the sensors or climatic conditions causing wet or dry images, 
wounds on surface of the skin, dust, moistness, and uneven contact with the scanner. One of the 
fundamental causes of the complication is in implementing a touch screen, as the glass thickness in 
thick tempered glass used for internal protection can cause reduction in fingerprint detection accuracy. 
The integrated touch screens are one of the main factors leading un- improvised image. Hence, the 
















Figure 1 Biometric fingerprint Scanners examples 
 
 
1.1.1 Fingerprint Scanners 
        There are variety of fingerprint identification scanners available in the market let it be a smart 
phone which is very common, smart watch, home security system or any other biometric security 
systems. The filtering method starts when the finger is subjected on the sensors glass screen. A gadget 
known as charge coupled device is responsible in taking the photocopy of the image. In order to edify 
the features of the fingerprint structure truly makes a changed image of the fingerprint. Now the 
identification is done by the darker part addressing dynamically reflected light and lighter part 
addressing the less reflection of light. 
 
Prior to standing out the print from set away data, the scanner processor guarantees the CCD has gotten 
a sensible picture. It examines the ordinary pixel haziness, or the widespread characteristics in a little 
model, and dismiss the scope if the imprecise picture if unreasonably dull or too much light, the scanner 









Figure 3 Thickness of the sensing glass 
 
1.2 Scope of The Thesis 
        Therefore, sustainable algorithm is experimented and implemented to check the accuracy of 
the image determines which is improvised first using Fuzzy Logic and with the implementation of 
morphological operations and feature extraction algorithms like GLCM and DWT 2 dimensional 
algorithms. The challenge is to obtain and wrest the true elements of the image and eliminate the false 
features extracted in regulation to improvise the standard of the image. Neural Network assumes an 





             CHAPTER 2.  FINGERPRINT FEATURES 
  Fingerprints are the most unique creations having different characteristics. Even two identical 
twins have different fingerprint features. Fingerprints are scaled and identified by some minute form of 
information which is specified as minutiae. The primarily essential known minutiae features are defined 
as ridges and bifurcations. These minute features on the fingertips make it less difficult for hatching the 
hands to get a handle any object. 
2.1 Fingerprints 
 The limit of fingerprints is a hard and fast event. Similar to the remaining organs in the humans, 
these edges structure through a blend of genetic and common segments. The innate code in DNA gives 
general demands in the skin traits should be configured in making the embryo, yet the form it constructs 
is an aftereffect of unpredictable events. The accurate situation of the premature infant in the womb at 
a moment and the unmistakable association and thickness of enveloping amniotic fluid picks how every 
individual edge will outline. Along these lines despite the unlimited things that go into picking our 
inherited make-up regardless, there are limitless biological factors affecting the advancement of the 
finger’s attributes. Quite equivalent to the atmosphere conditions that structure fogs or any equivalent 
whether, the entire improvement process is turbulent to such an extent that, in the entire course of 
humanity's history, there is essentially no chance to get of the equal cautious model confining double 
time. 
 
Thus, fingerprints are one of a kind marks for an individual, Indeed, even a vague twin. Furthermore, 
remembering that two prints may give off an impression of being indistinguishable at first, a readied 
operator or a moved piece of programming can pick clear, described complexities.  
This is the central idea of one of a kind imprint assessment, in both crime assessment and surveillance. 
A one of a kind imprint scanner's obligation is to supplant a human analyst by social affair a print test 
and standing out it from various models on record. 
 
2.2 Minutiae 
         Ridges and Bifurcations are the two main principle components characteristics of the 
minutiae. Ridge is characterized to be a solitary bent fragment though a valley is the region between 
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two neighboring edges. So, the dark or black regions are considered ridges and white zone that exists 





Figure 4 Example Image of ridges and bifurcations 
 
2.2.1 Classification: Minutiae Features 
         Significant highlights of a fingerprint and are utilized in the coordinating of fingerprints. 
These details focus is utilized to decide the uniqueness of a unique finger impression picture. A decent 
quality unique fingerprint picture can have 40 to 90 minutes relying upon the unique finger impression 
scanner goals and the situation of the finger on the sensor. Minutiae characteristics can be characterized 
as the junctions where the edge lines end or fork. Therefore, the minutiae features are defined as the 
nearby edge discontinuities and can be of numerous kinds as described below; 
 
1. Ridge Ending is described as the point where an edge closes unexpectedly. 
2. Bifurcation is characterized as the point where an edge forks or wanders into branch edges. 
3. Double Bifurcation is the dot when one grating edge isolates into two abrading ridges. 
4. Dot is sporadically, an edge unit may remain secluded that resembles a spot between 
ordinary edges. 
5. Island is line-type which remains solitary. (i.e., doesn't contact a different line-type and is 
completely contained in the example territory of intrigue. 
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6. Bridge is an interfacing grating bridge between parallel running edges, for the most part, 
right points. 
7. Lake is an enclosure solitary grating edge that bifurcates and re-joins after short course 
and proceeds as a solitary grating edge. 
8. Hook Spur is a separated line with one short edge fanning out a more extended edge. 
















        CHAPTER 3.  FINGERPRINT ENHANCEMENT  
3.1 Traditional Method: Gabor Filter and Gaussian 
          Gabor Filter method is one the most famous and traditional technique in fingerprint 
enhancement. Fingerprint analysis is into effect with the end goal of foremost security. With the purpose 
of edge detection, Gabor is a filter named after a famous scientist Dennis Gabor. The evaluation of the 
filter is based on the frequency and other parameters like orientation which is somewhat matching to 
the human visual framework as they have been especially proper for surface portrayal and separation. 
Be that as it may, some unique mark pictures trapped in variety applications are poor in quality, which 
undermines the exactness of fingerprint affirmation. 
Hence Fingerprint enhancement is normally the initial step. Also, there have been many other researches 
based on the same, out of which Gabor Filter along with Gaussian filter technique is been the most 
common and popular one technique which integrates with the Gaussian process which provides the 
weights and directional orientation enhances the image. In image processing, Gabor filter it is used 
particularly because of its ideal characteristics in computer vision. 
 
 





Figure 6 describes the steps of Gabor and Gaussian filter flow chart, as the initial experiments were 
carried on the traditional method in Python. 
 
3.1.1 Method: Gabor Filter 
It begins with Normalization which initializes the image and preprocess it but does not make any 
changes to the features of the fingerprint like ridges and bifurcations. It is pixel wise operation and the 
image is normalized first so that it can have a well-defined evaluation of its mean and variance. Ans 
also it is performed so the dim level exists in the given arrangement of value parameters and standardize 
the intensity value by adjusting the range of the gray level values. 
 
 
                   Figure 7 Normalization Example  
 
Orientation Estimation evaluates the orientation value of the normalized preprocessed image. This 
direction field shows visibly delineates the fundamental shape, structure and directional element of a 
unique mark. It comprises of few stages which includes; 
 
1. Preprocessing the normalized image 
2. Deciding the essential edge of unique finger impression 
3. Evaluation of directional estimates 
4. Adjusting the assessed direction field. 
 




                     Figure 8 Orientation Estimation Example 
 
Image Frequency calculates the frequency of the image which is calculated from the output of the 
orientation estimation. It estimates the distance between each point. It is demonstrated that for 
recurrence the changeability of recurrence esteems in various pictures with different pixel wise 
resolution, the normal recurrence of zones of unique mark ought to be assessed. 
 
Region Mask Estimation helps in segregating several regions of overlapped fingerprint further 
utilized to calculate the underlying positioning area. As the image operates on pixel wise evaluation 
applied to recoverable and non-recoverable regions. 
Regions are estimated depending on the appearance obtained by the valleys and ridges 
 
 
                 Figure 9 Region Mask Estimation Example 
 
Gaussian Filter is a precise filter used to suppress the boisterous image while keeping the edges of 
the image remain sharp. The main advantage is that it is quicker with its multiplication and addition 
functionalities. 
 
 Orientation Estimation 






Figure 10 Traditional Method: Gabor Filter and Gaussian with enhanced output and minutiae 
extracted image 
 
The Fingerprint picture is enhanced first performing the pixel wise operation in the backend and 
converting it to binary image and from the enhanced image minutiae features are extracted with the 
implementation of the Gabor and the Gaussian filters.  
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3.1.2 Binary data conversion 
In the Fingerprint Enhancement process the image data is converted to the binary form with respect to 
0 and 1, one is considered as the dark or black part and the light or white part is considered as 1. The 
pixel wise operation is evaluated, and data is converted to binarized value depending upon the 
threshold value of the image. There are several ways an image is converted to binary. This process 
starts with an input image preprocessed first the normalized, the orientation of the image is evaluated, 
upon completion frequency is estimated depending on the pixel value operation then comes the ridge 
estimation part after performing all these operations image is processed to the next part which is  
Gabor filtering which again integrated with Gaussian filter which converts the image to binary and 
shows the enhanced image results and upon further filtering the features in the form of minutiae of the 
image is extracted. The example of the binary data conversion and its visualization in the binary data 




Distorted image                             Binary Raw data form 








                 distorted            enhanced             minutae 
 
Figure 12 Conversion of the image staring from distorted form to enhanced to the minutae 
 
Enhanced Image                              Binary Raw Data          









Minutiae extracted Image                          Binary Raw Data    






3.1.3 Result of Gabor and Gaussian Method 
Database of fifty images have been tested using the Gabor and Gaussian Method. Several examples of 
the image and its results is shown below. The varieties of images chosen are with multiple distortions, 




Figure 15 Horizontal distortion 
 




Figure 17 Slant angular distortion 
 













3.1.4 Implementation in MATLAB 
       The Gabor and Gaussian method are experimented in MATLAB environment as well and the 
both the results are compared. It is noticed that when the results are compared from python to MATLAB 
gave considerable amount of difference in the results including thinning of the image after performing 
the region mask estimation. MATLAB results are shown more prominent with good visuals of the 
enhanced binary image. The image examples are shown below. 
 
 
                     Enhancement                          Region Estimation                  
 
 








3.2 Technical Challenge 
Distortions of the fingerprint image in low resolution, cost effective sensors often lead to the 
challenge in training the computer interface to reconstruct the noisy pieces of the information which 
leads to the following problems as stated below. 
 
3.2.1 Problem Statement 
1. Spurious minutiae will be generated. 
2. True minutiae can be lost in the process. 
3. Errors in positioning of the extracted features. 
4. The ridge and bifurcations are not always well defined. 
5. Classification of the extracted features is quite challenging. 
 
Also there are certain drawbacks related to the traditional Gabor filter method as it is unknown fact 
that what could be the accuracy of the enhancement and what is the percentage of the evaluation, 
classification needs to be performed using different classifiers to understand the evaluation of the 
analysis performed on the enhancement and noise reduction which should also extract the true value 
and should be able to eliminate the false values. 
 
3.2.2 Objective 
So as to improve the nature of the uproarious picture generated from a fingerprint cost effective sensor 
the objective of the thesis is stated as below. 
 
1. To Enhance the quality of the image. 
2. Removal of the false minutiae generated and preserve the true extracted features. 
3. Classification of the extracted features to check the accuracy using Neural Networks. 
4. Efficient performance evaluation of the proposed method 







              CHAPTER 4. PROPOSED METHOD 
        In order to overcome the drawbacks from the traditional Gabor filter method and evaluate the 
percentage of accuracy associated with the enhancement evaluation there must be some technique 
implemented to find the answers of improvement. Classification is an important stage to classify the 
test results to compare between the different classifiers and find out the best possible solution amongst 
all the classifiers. 
The overall outcome of the results should eliminate the noisy part of information and preserve the 
accurate features and in order to do that we need improved feature extraction techniques to have large 
part of information which can be evaluated and analyzed. 
Matching should be performed between the test and trained data in order to have the fingerprint 
identification. Out of all the initial step should be the enhancement part and the implementation are 
based on Fuzzy Logic with GLCM and DWT 2 dimensional as feature extracting algorithms is 
implemented. Deep Neural Networks has been turned out to be used for the classification purposes 
and the outcome is estimated measured across different Neural Networks post to which matching is 
performed between the test and results obtained. 
 
 

























        The Preprocessing begins with ROI Binary image conversion from the input image upon 
which morphological operation take place which converts the image to thinned image. Then minutiae 
and feature extraction are performed, and ridges and bifurcations are determined, and then false 
detection of these features are detected and removed. Once again true ridge and bifurcation findings are 
calculated and preserve the true features and false minutiae filtering is applied to the results of feature 
extraction. After the successful completion of all the preprocessing steps the image is applied to the 
Fuzzy Logic for the enhancement. 
 
 
Figure 21 Pre-processing 
                             
 
 





Thinning of image 
Minutiae Extraction 








From Input Image 




       The typical utilization of an ROI is to make a double cover picture. In the veiled picture, pixel 
values that have a place with the ROI are set to “one” and pixels outside the ROI are set to “zero”. ROI 
is basically termed as a grayscale image according to plot the region of interest image on the 
investigating mode. The ROI shape will be recognized in this picture. Used to characterize a locale of 
enthusiasm for the picture. 
A district of intrigue (ROI) is a bit of a picture that we need to channel or work on somehow or 
another. The tool stash underpins a lot of ROI parts that we can use to make ROIs of numerous 
shapes, such circles, ovals, polygons, square shapes, and hand-drawn shapes. After creation, we can 
utilize ROI object properties to modify their appearance and working. Moreover, the ROI items 
bolster article capacities and occasions that can be used to actualize intuitive conduct. For instance, 
utilizing occasions, on application can execute custom code at whatever point the ROI changes 
position. As a comfort, the tool stash incorporates a parallel arrangement of accommodation capacities 
for ROI creation. 
 
After the fingerprint image is pre-processes a unique reference point is determined to secure a region 
of interest and for each block there will be standard deviations mean and entropy. 




4.1.2 Morphological Operations 
       Morphological operations is a broad positioning of picture managing skills that strategize based 
on images that are reliant on each of its appearance figures. In a morphological operation, each pixel in 
the image is adjusted reliant on the estimation of various pixels in its neighborhood. By selecting the 
area and condition of the region, a morphological action is built that is deliciated to precise orientation 
in the information image these activities consolidate a picture with an organizing component, frequently. 
They process a picture pixel wise operation as per the local pixel esteems. Morphological tasks are 
regularly applied to parallel pictures, in spite of the fact that strategies are accessible for dark level 
pictures. 
 
Here with the help of the morphological operations thinning of the image is performed as from the thick 
binary image it gets difficult to evaluate the true features. Thinning is performed in order to decrease 
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the ridge width which will remain only 1mm wide after performing the thinning of the image. As a 
sample the initial image is set to 1 and pixelwise logical operation is performed in 3*3 matrix. This is 
often available for gray level images. 
 
Hence modification is done in a way such that on every image pixelwise logical operation is performed. 
Minimal lowest significance of the thinned image is easy to compute the effectiveness rather than the 
original image. Thinning on dilated image is performed to get a dilated image. 
Also, often the ridge in a binary image will be found having lot of holes in case if we count the 
bifurcation values, we will find extra incorrect bifurcation values, hence in order to fill the holes before 
we can find the minutiae points.  
 
While performing the gray scale of the image is turned into binary image with the morphological 






4.1.3 Minutiae Extraction 
       This operation is performed to obtain the ridge and bifurcations etc, minutiae features which 
are the most important features to identify the different characteristics of any person’s fingerprint that’s 
how the difference in the characteristics helps to identify the uniqueness of a person’s fingerprint image. 
The far-reaching arrangement of unique finger impression acknowledgment frameworks in different 
applications has caused worries that traded off finger impression formats might be utilized to make 
phony fingers, which could then be utilized to delude all unique mark frameworks a similar individual 
is joined up with. Once traded off, the grayscale picture is the most in danger. Spillage of a stage picture 
or skeleton picture is likewise perilous since it is a trifling issue to reproduce a grayscale unique finger 
impression picture from the stage picture or the skeleton picture. Rather than the over three portrayals, 
spillage of particulars layouts has been viewed as less genuine as it isn't minor to remake a grayscale 
picture from the details. 
 
Hence minutiae features are extracted first post to which the fake minutiae is detected and removed 
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4.1.4 False Ridge and Bifurcation filtering 
       The initial step after the minutiae extraction if removal of the fake ridge and bifurcation post 
to which the remaining operations are operated so as to remove the fake part and preserve the true 













4.1.5  Ridge and Bifurcation finding 
      Filtering has been performed multiple times in the algorithm in order to have the true features 
retreated. So after the feature findings once again the filter is applied to preserve the true ridges and 
bifurcations. 
This process also helps to improve the accuracy to higher values. The image is about prepared for the 
procedure of highlight extraction. Yet there are little examples in the unique mark that should be 
evacuated to expand the exactness. This is finished by computing the quantity of pixels in each edge 








4.1.6 False Minutiae Filtering 
       After the completion of double filtering using the morphological operations at the end the false 
minutiae filtering is performed. The final aim emphasizes on the double filtration technique and 
obtaining the real features, consequently, it is important to apply evaluations for expelling all these false 
details. Separating misleading particulars from authentic details in the post-handling stage is significant 
for exact unique finger impression acknowledgment. The more the fake particulars are wiped out, the 
better the coordinating exhibition will be. This is taken care by estimating the Euclidean distance across 
the two centroids of the different minutiae points to remove the majority spurious minutiae. The 










4.1.7 Results of Pre-process 
Input Binarized Thinned 
 
Figure 22 Preprocess 
     Minutae                             Feature Filtering
 
Figure 23 Preprocess after filtering  
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4.2 Fuzzy Logic 
        Fuzzy is a rationale or control arrangement of a n-esteemed rationale framework which uses 
the degrees of state "degrees of truth of the information sources and delivers yields which rely upon the 
conditions of the data sources and pace of progress of these states as opposed to the standard thing 
genuine or fake. It fundamentally gives establishments to inexact thinking utilizing loose and off base 
choices and permits utilizing semantic factors. It acknowledges the deliberate factors as info and 
changes over the numerical qualities to semantic factors. It changes the physical qualities just as the 
error sign to a standardized fluffy subset which comprises of an interim for the information esteems 
range and participation works that portray the likelihood of condition of the input factors. 
 
Fuzzy activity includes utilization of fuzzy sets and participation capacities. Each set is a portrayal of a 
semantic variable that characterizes the conceivable condition of the output. Participation capacity is 
the capacity of a nonexclusive incentive in a fuzzy set, with the end goal that both the conventional 
worth and the fluffy set have a place with an all-inclusive set. With the application of Fuzzy logic 
technique, the image is preprocessed and enhanced first, and features of the minutiae are extracted with 
morphological operations in order to identify the matching true minutiae and make comparison between 
trained and test fingerprint image from the database and classification is performed using three types of 
the Neural Network. 
 
4.2.1 Fuzzy Operation 
In Pre-processing original image is taken of a particular size suitable for further pre-processing. 
 
1. Pre-processed picture is exposed to the proposed strategy for fuzzy based upgrade. 
2. Fuzzy upgrade the nature of the given image by wiping out clamor and improving the 
magnitude fragments. 
3. It works on minute information locales known as tiles, as opposed to working on the whole 
picture. 
4. Each tile differentiation is improved with the goal that the histogram of the yield area 
coordinates around to the predetermined histogram. 
5. The adjacent tiles are then joined utilizing bilinear insertion so as to dispose of misleadingly 
initiated limits. 
 




I. First the input image is specified to a binary range [0 255] 
II. Discover the histogram of the image 
III. Divide the outcome by number of pixels 
IV. Calculate cumulative sum 
V. Convert the image into the int value 
 
 
Figure 24 Fuzzy tile operation 
 












Figure 25 Fuzzy Enhanced Result Image Example 1 
        In the Figure 25 Example 1 it is noticed that from the original input image the Fuzzy 
enhanced image has intensified the image and the features which are hidden, and unseen are clearly 
visible in the final output and the intensity of the image is also improved. Missing ridges and 
bifurcations are also visible and there is a noticeable difference seen. In all the images the intensity of 
the image is improved and brighter. 
In the Figure 25 Example 2 lot of features which are partially seen are newly built and clearly seen in 
the fuzzy enhanced image. 
In the Figure 25 Example 3 darker and unseen lines are formed in the enhanced fuzzy image which is 
visibly clearer as compared to the initial image. 
 
In the Figure 25 Example 4 image intensification is clearly improved. 
 
In the Figure 25 Example 5 the initial image is very lighter and most of the portions are unseen and 
not clear and in fuzzy improved image shows a better quality of the image. 
 
As it’s a known fact that fuzzy logic does not improvise the result up to 100 percent but shows the 
logical improvement, hence the noticeable and considerable amount of changes with the help of 























4.3 Feature Extraction GLCM and DWT2 
4.3.1 GLCM 
        Gray Level Co-Occurrence Matrix (GLCM) has been used for strong and exact classification. 
This efficient method helps to evaluate the extracted features and removal of spurious minutiae. One 
the most important reasons for using this algorithm is because of its distinctive way of summarizing 
fundamental characteristics. 
 
Co-occurrence matrix are often used for extraction as because they are composed of regular texture and 
its strong, effective and distinctive way of characterizing the features. Fingerprint analysis is an 
important and challenging problem and even though with the existence of many methods, there has 
been noticeable study that a better feature extraction technique may lead to very good result. 
Appropriation of pixel dark levels can be depicted by second-request insights like the likelihood of two 
pixels having specific dim levels at specific spatial connections. This data can be abridged in two-
dimensional dim level co-event grids, which can be processed for different separations and directions.  
To utilize data contained in the GLCM. It calculates the Euclidean distance across the two centroids of 
the image and evaluate the features. 
 
GLCM is a factual methodology that can depict second-request insights of a textured image. GLCM is 
fundamentally a 2-dimensional histogram in which each component is the recurrence that co-happens 
with the occasion component. A co-event lattice is indicated by the relative frequencies. The most 
important part is to remove the fake features extracted from the fingerprint image. GLCM and DWT is 
implemented in pursuance to decocture components for the purpose of the classification of the features. 
 
4.3.2 DWT2 
Discrete wavelet Transformation extract features using high pass and low pass filter, in this algorithm 
single level 2-dimensional wavelet transformation is been used along with the Haar wavelet which is a 
succession of rescaled square molded capacities all together or premise. DWT2 as a feature extraction 
algorithm is used as due to its n levels of data filtering technique it receives approximation coefficient 
and detailed coefficients. Features extracted from DWT2 coefficients are considered useful to input to 
classifier. 
 
DWT2 returns the approximation detailed coefficient matrix such as cA, cH, cV, cD termed as 
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horizontal, vertical, diagonal and approximation coefficients. 
Various features extracted from the image is subjected to preprocessing part first upon which it is 
subdivided such that there is a division and subdivision of the blocks according to the pixelwise 
operation. 
The Euclidean distance is what relates to regular experience and recognitions. That is, the sort of 
single or multi-level dimensional direct metric presence where the partition between any two points in 
space identifies with the length of a straight line drawn between them. In the wake of figuring the 
separation between two sets of focuses, for which there is least separation those will be coordinated. 
 







          DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS CLASSIFICATION 
       Deep learning is an incredible breakthrough in the field of artificial intelligence. Its 
applications have been widely utilized in every one of the fields. In this work I have utilized different 
Deep Learning Neural Network Classification technique, which mainly helps to analyze the 
computational value and compare the results to find the best possible outcome using Feedforward 
Artificial Neural Network, Neural Network, Recurrent Neural Network. 
 
Deep Learning operate on different types of Neural Networks which functions like human brains 
nervous system. It carries weights arranged and modified according to the training requirement. NNs 
works well with the enormous data as it can be trained with extra layers unlike Machine Learning where 
training can be performed till a specific degree of extent. In NN training the productivity increases with 
addition of more layers in the training process, as a result of which even the accuracy increases with the 
more training. 
 
The three types of NNs have been utilized in this work so as to measure the accuracy of the results using 
different classifiers and find the best possible solution. Experiments have been performed in MATLAB 
2019 academic edition. The three types of NNs utilized in this thesis work are Artificial Neural Network 
(ANN), two-layer Neural Network (NN), and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). Results show 
considerable amount of improvement in all the classifiers and also matching of the image is performed 
to test the accuracy scores of the trained verses test results. 
5.1 Neural Networks 
       The Neural Networks which functions as a human brains nervous system has input layer and 
output layer where we get the final predicted output. In between there are hidden layers where most of 
the computational work takes place which leads to the data processing which is known as training. Now 
the input neurons of one layer is connected to the other layers through channels, each of these channels 
assigned to a numeric value known as weights. Input value is multiplied to the corresponding weights 
and their sum is sent as input to the neurons in the hidden layer. Every one of these neurons is related 
with a numeric worth called as the bias, which is then joined to the info aggregate, through a threshold 




The outcome of the activation function checks in the event that the specific neuron gets actuated or not 
and, at that point enacted neuron transmits information to the neuron of the following layer over the 
channels. The output value obtained is usually termed as a probability value. 
 
Propagation through channels without looking back is known as forward propagation and ANNs 
operates on the feedforward neural network principle. The backpropagation operation works on the 
principle where the operation can also go backwards in order to check the previous steps is termed as 
backpropagation and RNN works on backpropagation principle. 
 
5.1.1 Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) 
     It is one of the simplest and straightforward NN which does not follow backpropagation. The 
data moves through several channels known as input nodes in single direction until it arrives to the final 
destination where it gets the output. It works on the front propagation principle. 
 
The reason of using ANN is especially in pattern recognition since patterns are difficult to characterize. 
ANNs works well the distorted data and easy to characterize. 
 
 
Figure 30 Feed forward NN view 












Figure 31 Neural Network Training 
Figure 31 shows the Neural Network training example, epoch shows up to 1000 iterations, time taken 
is less than 3 secs, performance is 0.450 and the gradient is 0.610. 
 
To train the image first input image is read from the data file and then image is resized. 
 
For training and testing, first a pattern recognition network is created, division is setup for training, 
validation and testing for the list of all data division function type. The training ratio taken is 80/100 





Mean Square error is implemented as a Performance function. Training testing and validation is done 
and result of test worth is contrasted and the trained evaluation and shows whether the true parameter 




5.1.3 Neural Networks (NN) 
Neural Network is a process of estimations that attempts to see concealed associations of the dataset 
via operation that copies the way wherein the human intellect functions. In this way NN allude to the 
framework of neurons either natural or fake in nature. The system adjusts to the evolving input so that 
the system produces most ideal outcome without expecting to update the yield criteria. The idea of 
neural systems, which has its underlying foundations in manmade brainpower, is quickly picking up 
fame in the improvement of exchanging frameworks. 
A neural system works likewise to the human mind's neural system. A "neuron" in a neural system is a 
scientific capacity that collects and orders data as per a particular design. A neural system holds layers 
of coordinated hubs. Every node act as a perceptron. The perceptron encourages the sign delivered by 
a different direct relapse into an activation function that might be nonlinear. 
 
The info layer gathers information designs. The yield layer has orders or yield sign to which information 
examples may outline. The input data is tweaked in the hidden layers till the error rate gets negligible. 
It is estimated that shrouded layers extrapolate striking highlights in the information that have prescient 
power with respect to the outcome. This portrays highlight extraction, which achieves a utility like 
measurable procedures. 
 
There will consistently be informational collections and errand classes that a superior investigated by 
utilizing recently created algorithms. It isn't so a lot of the algorithm that issues; it is the decidedly ready 
well managed input information on the focused-on marker that eventually decides the degree of 
accomplishment of a neural system. 
 
5.1.4 Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) 
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RNN is a group of frameworks where relationship between center points structure an organized graph 
along a transitory course of action. This authorizes it to display transient distinctive comportment. Not 
under any condition like feedforward neural frameworks, RNNs can use their internal state data to 
process the information sources. 
It is utilized capriciously to insinuate two wide classes of frameworks with a similar general structure, 
where one is limited motivation and the other. The two classes of frameworks show passing powerful 
conduct. A constrained drive irregular framework is a planned non-cyclic graph that can be unrolled 
and displaced with a cautiously feedforward neural framework, while a relentless inspiration dull 
framework is an organized cyclic outline that can't be unrolled. 
 
In RNNs is quite like the feedforward NN except the fact that it does a backpropagation to rectify the 
error, is it goes back checks the error and forward propagates to the final node and gives the outcome. 
Initial outcome is similar to that of feedforward, but it restores the data computed initially at the 




Table 1 Classifier accuracy 
Type of Classifier Percentage of Accuracy 
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 96% 
Neural Network (NN) 93% 
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) 85% 
 
 
Results in the Table 1 shows the percentage of the accuracy obtained by all the classifiers, Artificial 
Neural Network scored the highest possible accuracy scoring 96% when compared to the remaining 
classifiers, a simple Neural Network scored the second highest scoring 93%, and Recurrent Neural 

































               CONCLUSION AND RESULTS 
       The algorithm helps in precise mapping and classification of the fingerprint images. Utilizing 
morphological operations false minutiae is removed and true features are preserved using GLCM and 
2-dimensional DWT operational algorithms. Fuzzy logic-based image enhancement technique ensures 
good quality fingerprint images in succession increase the classification and detection of the highest 
accuracy. The overall classification is comparatively taken less computational time.  
 
The Process flow begins with Pre-processing first and then filtering which acts as a double filtering 
technique and operated twice in order to make sure the spurious part is detected properly and eliminated 
preserving the true values characteristics. After performing the morphological functions image is set to 
Fuzzy based enhancement. Total 100 images were taken in the dataset for the training purposes. The 
feature extraction algorithm like GLCM and DWT2 extracts different features as the more the features 
are the better the classification will be performed. The Classification results gives the highest result 
after using ANN classification. While performing the classification fingerprint matching is been 
performed to compare the test verses trained features of the image and a message dialogue box pops up 
after every operation of each classifier. 
 
Execution of current fingerprint acknowledgment frameworks is vigorously influenced by the precision 
of their characteristic’s extraction evaluation. These days, there are more ways to deal with fingerprint 
analysis with worthy outcomes. Issues begin to emerge in low-quality conditions where the dominant 
part of the conventional strategies dependent on examining the surface of fingerprint can't handle this 
issue so effectively as Neural Networks. 
 
The advantages of the work include Better image enhancement technique ensures high quality 
fingerprint images which will in turn increases the classification and detection accuracy. Precise 
mapping and classification of fingerprint images. 
 
 
6.1 Fingerprint Matching 
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      A feature particulars-based matching is utilized to acquire the matching across the training and 
the testing images, and a matching dialogue box pops up on particulars highlights likewise processed. 
At that point, layouts of both examples and test pictures are changed by bringing in the centroids of the 
separated dabs and incipient in proximity with qualities containing position, heading on the first 
arrangement is figured. Note dabs will be utilized to set up arrangement when particulars are not 
accessible in the incomplete prints. To acquire the best execution matcher and profoundly connected, 
there is no requirement for score standardization. 
The fingerprint test verses trained feature results shows whether the image is matched or not with its 
trained features from the dataset. There are different types of sensors available in Biometrics. 
Fingerprint's unique image acknowledgment is one of the first and unique biometric advancements that 
have been assembled freely under digital forensics legal sciences. A matching image will generate 
improved reconnaissance and conceivable further activity. For the framework to be compelling, the 
coordinating database ought to be as wide and thorough as would be prudent. There are numerous ways 
to deal with a biometric-based client fingerprints verification system and all it requires some type of 
equipment input gadget to accumulate the necessary data about the client to be confirmed. For instance, 
unique finger impression acknowledgment requires a finger impression scanner. These equipment 
gadgets must be an indispensable piece of the CR stage over a protected channel. Huge numbers of 
these gadgets are highly used and very frequently used in Biometrics. The channel interfacing the 
equipment hardware and programming must be equipped for supporting the information move 
prerequisites without an undue exhibition sway on the gadget's center usefulness. 
 
 
Figure 31 Shows the dialogue box of fingerprint matched for all the three classifiers 
6.2 Results and Graphs 
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       Receiver Operating Characteristics known as ROC curve illustrate the effectiveness of the 
initiated strategy. In classification to evaluate the execution performance visually this curve comes into 
picture. It is one of the most effective function used to analyze the performance of any Deep Learning 
or Machine Learning Classification. The purpose of the roc curve ascertains the Receiver Operating 
Characteristic % bend, which speaks to the 1-particularity and affectability, of two classes % of 
information, called class_1 and class_2. It is a graphical representation that defines the indicative 
magnitude of a binary classifier framework as per its threshold value which is fluctuated. The plot is 
curved with respect to TPR and FPR which is true positive rate and false positive rate respectively at 
different threshold values. 
 
6.2.1  Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC Curve) 
      ROC provides decision to select conceivably perfect models and to discard defective ones 
uninhibitedly from the previous and deciding the cost setting or the class spread. Its evaluation is 
associated in a quick and characteristic manner to cost effective analysis of characteristic fundamental 
administration. The curve is plotted for all the three classifiers showing the best results in all specially 
ANN. For each image we test in MATLAB ROC curve is plotted for all the classifiers. A good result 
shows the more value closer to 1, so if the value is close to 1 the higher is the accuracy to be considered. 
 







Figure 32 ANN Roc Curve 
 




Figure 34 RNN Roc Curve 
 
6.2.2  Equal Error Rate (EER) 
Equal Error Rate is a biometric security framework algorithm utilized to evaluate the threshold value 
parameters between the false acceptance rate and false rejection rate. Here lowers the error rate higher 
is the accuracy to be considered. The more the value close to 0, the more efficient is the performance. 
 
At the point when the rates are equivalent, the regular worth is alluded to as the equivalent mistake rate. 
The worth shows that the extent of false acknowledgments is equivalent to the extent of false dismissals. 
The lower the equivalent mistake rate esteem, the higher the exactness of the biometric framework. The 
Table 2 below describes the EER metrices of all the classifiers and once again ANN proves to be having 
the best results when compared to the remaining classifiers. 
Table 2 EER 
Type Of NN Equal Error Rate (EER) 
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 0.0400 
Neural Network (NN) 0.0700 
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